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ABOUT THE JERUSALEM YOUTH CHORUS

The Jerusalem Youth Chorus (JYC) is an Israeli-Palestinian music and dialogue project that has been providing a space for young people from East and West Jerusalem to grow together in song and dialogue since 2012. Through the co-creation of music and the sharing of stories, the JYC empowers youth in Jerusalem with the responsibility to speak and sing their truths, as they become leaders in their communities and inspire singers and listeners around the world to work for peace, justice, inclusion and equality.
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**MUSIC AND COMMUNITY IN RESPONSE TO WAR**

**Adoration** .............................................................. Florence Price (1887-1953)
University of Maryland Brass Ensemble
Willie Clark, conductor

**Welcome**
Craig Kier, Director of Arts for All

**Central Park Morning** ............................................. David Chesky (b. 1956)
**Jupiter from The Planets** ........................................ Gustav Holst (1874-1934)
Terrapin Brass Quintet
arr. Empire Brass

**Remarks**
Jennifer King Rice, Senior Vice President and Provost

**Adagio for Strings**
Samuel Barber (1910-1981)
Members of the University of Maryland Symphony Orchestra
David Neely, conductor

**Sonata for Violin and Piano II. Lento** ....................... Aaron Copland (1900-1990)
James Stern, violin
Rita Sloan, piano

**Verleih’ uns Frieden (Grant us peace)** ............ Felix Mendelssohn (1809-1847)
Members of the University of Maryland Chamber Singers
Rachel Flicker, piano
Jason Max Ferdinand, conductor

**Peace** ...................................................................... Horace Silver (1928-2014)
Liam Hurlbut, tenor saxophone
Jeremiah Awoseye, piano
Zachary Dupont, drums
Hart Guonjian-Pettif, piano
Henry Sheppard, bass

**Remarks**
Robert Orr, Dean, School of Public Policy
Micah Hendler, Founder and Artistic Director, Jerusalem Youth Chorus

**Reason to Love** .............. Jerusalem Youth Chorus, MALINDA, and Micah Hendler

**Remarks**
Stephanie Shonekan, Dean, College of Arts and Humanities

**Strange Fruit** ........................................................... Abel Meeropol (1903-1986)
**Fix You** .............................................................. Cold Play
**Lean on Me** ......................................................... William Harrison Withers Jr. (1938-2020)
John Holiday, countertenor and piano

---

**Arts for All at the University of Maryland**, along with the School of Music and The Clarice, present a free concert in response to the ongoing violence in the Middle East. The event was organized to provide space for reflection, mourning and a way to support each other in community. As we acknowledge how the devastation of war in the Middle East and other parts of the world is affecting countless communities, we welcome all members of the UMD community and beyond to experience the power of music as a reminder of our interconnectedness and to re-center together in empathy and compassion.